Vouchers at the Bronx Zoo

Class Visit Voucher:
Teachers can schedule a virtual field trip with WCS educators, featuring live animals and exhibit visits, by going to wcs.education/ua-store.

Virtual Field Trip: Conservation Innovation!
Finding solutions to conflicts between humans and wildlife is more important than ever. In this program, students will use their creativity to begin designing innovative solutions to wildlife issues. They will learn about real WCS conservation stories from a WCS educator, meet an animal, and be led on a virtual exhibit visit at one of our parks.

Where: Online platform of your choice
When: School days
Who: Up to 35 students and 5 adults

School Community Trip Voucher:
Parent coordinators can schedule a virtual tour of the Congo Gorilla Forest exhibit by going to wcs.education/ua-store. The program is only available from 10am-11am on non-school days.

Congo Gorilla Forest Virtual Family Tour
Take a virtual tour of the Congo Gorilla Forest Exhibit at the Bronx Zoo, where students and families can learn all about why so many animals live in the rainforest. We’ll get up close and personal with the animals on exhibit, and then travel back to the classroom to meet a live animal ambassador.

Where: Online platform of your choice
When: Non-school days
Who: Up to 40 people total, including UA students

Student +3 (Green) Voucher:
Students are able to visit the zoo in-person with their family by booking tickets at least 24 hours in advance at wcs.education/ua-store. They will need to provide their voucher number when booking their tickets, and families should book well in advance in order to guarantee ticket availability.

Where: The Bronx Zoo
When: Non-school days
Who: The UA student plus three family members